
Workshop Listings
Your fellow jugglers are running these workshops for the love of it, 
so if you go to a workshop please be sure to thank them afterwards. 
Also, please forgive us and them if the occasional workshop leader 
changes the workshop time when you're not looking, gets the time 
wrong, or sleeps in after a late night at renegade. It happens.

This is not an exhaustive list of all the workshops. It's only the ones 
by people who sent in a description of their workshop beforehand. 
There are plenty more... just look on the timetable... you could even 
add your own!

Beyond the Box - Tom Derrick
Expanding the three ball box into new dimensions. 

Ten interesting tricks with three balls - Reuben
A collection of unrelated 3 ball patterns which Reuben thinks should 
be more well known. A range of difficulties, but mostly on the higher 
end of the spectrum. 

Mess Variations - Reuben
Lots and lots of Mills mess and Boston mess variations, starting 
simple and getting complicated.

Box and Factory variations - Reuben
What it says on the tin! A wide range of difficulties. 

Beginners Three ball body moves - Jon Peat
Teaching the core three ball body moves with emphasis on 
technique. Backcrosses, Under the Leg Throws / Catches and Neck 
catches, and some other fun body moves thrown in too.



Building sequences with three ball body moves - 
Jon Peat
The next step in three ball body moves, linking various throws and 
catches together to create new tricks and sequences

Beginners Walking Globe
Don't know how to stand on a walking globe or what to do after 
that? This workshop will take you though from basic technique, 
early tricks and on to more advanced stuff. 

You don't have to bring your own walking globe, as I'll be bringing a 
few but if you do have one it will be a bonus.

Social Siteswaps - Sean Gandini and members of 
the company
A series of fun patterns for two or more jugglers. 

Introduction to Club Passing - Caspar and others
If you have a reasonable three club cascade, come along and learn 
how to juggle six clubs between two people. You don't have to bring 
a second person, but you do need to bring three clubs. 

Three club training exercises - Owen Reynolds 
and Inaki Sastre
Two of the Gandini performers share some of their thoughts on 
devising looping 3 club sequences as technical training exercises. 

Scrambled V - Aidan and others
The Scrambled V is that little bit more interesting than your average 
passing pattern. 

Passing with Zaps
Introducing zaps to your passing repertoire gives you lots and lots 
more patterns you didn't even know you were missing! You might 
want to bring a notebook if you want to take some of these back to 



your juggling club. 

Improve your club passing - Caspar and others
Whatever your level, we can improve it. 

Four count, now what?
If your four count passing is fairly stable, it's time to move on to 
something a little more interesting! 

Club sharing and stealing - Amie Bridge, Dave 
Kent, Steve Bridge
Learn a surprising number of ways to remove clubs from other 
people's juggling patterns (and perhaps put them back), or indeed 
to steal the whole pattern. 

No Added Spin - Marko and Samuli
No added spin. 100% diabolo. Say no to additives and artificial 
moves. 

Since Finland is uninhabitable during winter time, we have come to 
enjoy the weather in the UK and share a workshop with you. If 
you're expecting 3D, don't bother. Leave your 3D glasses in your 
bag for a while and focus on what's important. 

About Marko and Samuli
Marko and Samuli are both jugglers who started playing diabolo 
before the year 2000. They are the main faces behind most Diabolo 
and Yoyo related events in Finland. Marko has placed in the top 
three in all Finnish Diabolo Contests and is the current reigning 
champion. Marko works as juggling teacher, performer and runs an 
online diabolo store. 

Samuli is famous for carefully managing the balance between the 
art and the sport sides of diabolo juggling. Currently he spends his 
time writing a thesis on graphic juggling notation and diabolo state 
graphs. His ultimate favorite sport is Diabolothon. In 2011 FDC 
Diabolothon open he came second and now he has set his goal to 



win it in 2012. 

Pull the String! - Ceri-Anne van de Geer
1 diabolo workshop about pull-the-string tricks. Requirements: 
carbon sticks. Skill level: all levels, although it helps to be able to do 
basic stick releases. The workshop will start with a couple of fairly 
simple moves that allow you to free one hand to pull the string from 
the back of the handle. Then I will explain how you can build tricks 
from those basic moves by teaching some of my own tricks — 
mostly string figures — as examples. Using your creativity to come 
up with new tricks is encouraged very much. 

About Ceri-Anne van de Geer
Ceri-Anne has been playing diabolo and visiting juggling 
conventions since 2003. At the EJC in Athens she saw Vux doing 
some tricks with the string from the back of his sticks. She became 
enthusiastic instantly. Since then she has been exploring the 
possibilities the extra length of string offers. 

One diabolo stick releases - Ken Carlile
The workshop is going to be on 1 diabolo stick releases: it'll focus 
on playing around with different stick release based variations to 
well known diabolo tricks and principles, including a bit of 
contact/manipulation-esque stuff as well. The tricks we'll go through 
are aimed at intermediate and advanced players, and I guess it'd be 
helpful if people were confident with tricks like suicides, genocides, 
mini genocides and infinite suicides. Strictly speaking, they aren't 
prerequisites, just things it's be advantageous to already know. 

About Ken Carlile
Ken got into juggling after seeing a friend playing around with a 
flowerstick at a barbeque. Since then, his hobby has seen him 
travel to many awesome juggling festivals, introduced him to 
several wonderful people and indeed, left him thoroughly battered 
and bruised. 



Two diabolos, two arms, two legs - Susannah Bury
An intermediate workshop for people who already have a good two 
diabolo shuffle

Tips for learning two diabolos around the arms and legs, with a few 
tricks thrown in for good measure. 

diabolo.ca meetup and trick share
What it says on the tin...

Beginner diabolo - Allen Goldie
Beg, borrow or buy a diabolo and come along to learn the basics. 

Contact Juggling for Beginners - Robbert Hu
This workshop is a great way to learn how to contact juggle, it will 
explain some of the basics that you need to continue practice on 
you own. The workshop will teach you a full body roll within 20 
minutes that can be perfected and extended later. We will also talk 
about the basics of Isolations and Stall points. 

About Robbert Hu
Robbert Hu is a Contact Juggler and scientist from the Netherlands. 
He has been juggling since he was 16, and dancing since he was 
18. He has performed in and around the Netherlands, and taught 
workshops at the EJC, NJF Havixbeck, Laer, WJW, HJW and BJC 
as well as local workshops around the country. 

Body Rolls in Contact Juggling - Robbert Hu
Body rolling and stall points. You will learn how to make lines and 
curves, what muscles to use and a good posture. Beginner and 
higher. 

An Introduction to Ring or Hoop Rolling around 
the Body - Tiff
Come and learn 4 tricks made famous by the Bramson family. No 
experience needed and no juggling skill required, larger rings or 



smaller hoops advised.

Beginner Contact Staff - Chazz Parham
An introduction to some simple contact staff techniques and tricks, 
featuring one or two more complex tricks to finish with. No contact 
staff experience necessary. Bring a staff if you have one but there 
will be some spares. 

Intermediate Contact Staff - Chazz Parham
Continues where the beginners' workshop left off. This workshop 
will feature more complex tricks and combinations and requires 
being able to do a Halo and, ideally, a Half Steve. Bring your own 
staff if possible but there will be a few spare. 

Silly Poi Tricks - Joff Jarrett-Kerr
This workshop is for all levels, from having never touched a set of 
poi to the expert. We will learn how to make poi practice as fun as 
possible. Tricks that will be looked at will include wibbles, 
propellers, body placing all a whole other range of fun tricks. 

Beginners Doubles Contact Staff - Richard 
Titheradge
Do you want to know how to incorporate your basic contact tricks 
into double staff or want to learn some new interesting double 
contact tricks? Well this is the workshop for you. We will look at 
using halo rolls and neck rolls so you'll need to be able to do them 
as well as double figure of 8's. There will be a few spare pairs of 
double staffs but please bring your own if possible. 

Multi-hoop flow - Allegra Noir
An intermediate level workshop exploring the use of additional 
hoops, including ways to bring them on and off the body and some 
neat multi-hoop tricks. Proficiency one hoop is required. I'll be 
bringing a few hoops but please bring yours too :) 



About Allegra Noir
Allegra Noir is a Circus and street performer based in Leeds, UK 
and graduate of Greentop Circus 2011 Circus in Performance 
course. 

Poi for beginners - Penny Howe
Even if you've only just picked up a set of poi, come along and 
explore the basics of spinning including directions, planes, modes, 
crossing and turning. Suitable for absolute beginners and those with 
some experience who want to brush up on the basics. 

Please bring your own poi. I will have a couple of spare sets. You 
can also make a beginner set quite simply using long socks and 
juggling balls. 

World Records and World Travels with Françoise 
Rochais
Françoise is one of the few female jugglers to have attained world-
wide success at the top level of technical juggling. As well as 
performing experience she has amassed awards and accolades 
from her peers and her audiences. In this Q&A style conversation 
she will talk about the route of her career from her childhood to now 
- and what the future holds for her and for juggling. 

Introduction to Carcassonne - Lazy Juggler
Carcassonne is a German-style board game played by placing tiles 
and game pieces on a table. While playing, a medieval world of 
towns, roads and fields unfolds on the table. 

If you have a copy of the game, bring it along! If you don't, come 
anyway. We'll show you how to play and hopefully make up a few 
groups to have a go. 

Introduction to Dominion - Lazy Juggler
Hire minions, construct buildings, spruce up your castle, and fill the 
coffers of your treasury. All while sitting drinking tea. 



Introduction to Werewolves - Lazy Juggler
You and your village of jugglers are in a race against time to 
discover which jugglers are turning into werewolves in the night and 
chomping on tasty juggler flesh. 

Introduction to Bohnanza - Lazy Juggler
You never knew so much politics was involved in trading beans! 

Introduction to Go - Brook Roberts
Learn to play this ancient Chinese strategy game. The rules are 
simple but the combinations are incredibly complex! Brook will be 
bringing some paper Go boards. 

Beginner Ukelele - Ben Cornish
If you have a ukelele, bring it along! If not, maybe we can find you 
one. 

Origami Social
Do you know how to make something nifty? Come along and swap 
your best dinosaurs, eagles and unicorns. 

Origami for Children - Daniel Barclay
Some fun folding techniques that can be enjoyed by children and by 
all who are young at heart. 

Modular origami - Chris Parker

Card Making - Jane Randall and Kat Bown
Fancy a bit of cutting, glueing and sticking? Come for a crafty card 
making session with Jane and Kat. 

Workshop Workshop Panel Workshop
Are you thinking of running a workshop, at BJC or perhaps at 
another convention or your local club? On our panel are four 



jugglers who have been running workshops of various kinds for 
years. They will share their wisdom on planning and running a top 
quality workshop, and you'll have an opportunity to ask them any 
burning questions you may have.

Running a One Day Convention - Alice Gavin
Alice discusses how to plan a convention — and how not to plan a 
convention — and will happily provide feedback on any plans you 
have. We suspect that the organisers of several other one-dayers 
will come along to the workshop, so there should be plenty of good 
discussion. 

About Alice Gavin
Alice, besides being a GP in her day job, has organised several 
Leeds one-day conventions, including the most recent one, and 
performed some daring last-minute rescues of several more. Leeds 
is one of the biggest of the British one-dayers and has a long and 
distinguished pedigree.

Running a BJC
Do you have a dream that maybe one year you and your local club 
could be the ones running BJC? Come along and find out what's 
involved, just how much work it is, and what you could do next to 
prepare for your potential future bid. Come prepared with good 
questions for us! 

Photographing jugglers - Paul Silver
A five step elementary approach to photography, from conception to 
execution. 

A strong interest in photography is essential, although no 
experience is required. Discusion will cover the relationship of the 
photographer and the subject, a few basic ideas about light, a few 
basic ideas about composition and the correct emphasis that should 
be placed on exposure and focus with a modern digital camera. 

Your normal camera would be useful, but not essential. 

Discussion will cover the relationship of the photographer and the 



subject, a few basic ideas about light, a few basic ideas about 
composition and the correct emphasis that should be placed on 
exposure and focus with a modern digital camera. Further, we will 
also talk about how to make juggling appealing in a photograph. 

Silver's article on his approach to photography may give you an 
idea of what you can expect

There are limited spaces for this workshop; there will be a signup 
sheet available next to the workshop board.

About Paul Silver
Here's some of his photography. Enough said. 

Writing Risk Assessments - Kat Bown
If you are involved with your local club, take juggling gigs or work in 
schools you've undoubtedly been asked to write risk assessments. 
Maybe you've been running your workshops with a risk assessment 
that you borrowed from someone else five years ago. Apparently 
this is a bad idea. 

Kat will help you work out which activities need risk assessments, 
what hazards should go on there, and exactly how to write out the 
risk assessment. 

BJC Business Meeting
Every BJC has a business meeting on Sunday. This is a time for us 
to 

• thank the current organisers for their work 
• hear from anyone who wants to run BJC 2013 
• hopefully vote on a proposal for 2013 
• provide constructive feedback to the 2013 team based on 

experiences this year 

If you want to have a say in what happens to BJC next year, you 
should come along! 

Youth Circus Forum Meeting
The young people from the UK Youth Circus Network, a network 

http://www.thesilverman.co.uk/photoblog/
http://www.thesilverman.co.uk/photoblog/2012/03/workshops-an-idea-for/


comprising more than 29 youth circuses from all over the UK, are 
coming together to form a Youth Forum, a place where young 
people can come together to create opportunities, share ideas and 
generally strengthen circus on a grass roots level. If you are 
interested in being a part of this then come along. 

Beginner Whip Cracking - Pete Gamble
Please try to be prompt so we can do the sensible stuff first,.. If 
you’ve never cracked a whip before this is the class for you. Whip 
cracking is dangerous, ear protection and safety glasses will be 
provided. A funky wide brimmed hat that protects your ears, long 
jeans and a long sleeved top are advised. You will hit yourself if you 
don’t listen, so don’t go moaning to Pete! We’ll cover the basics, a 
bit of science, the types of whip and the techniques involved, a 
quick demo, then it’s one to one instruction for you to get the feel of 
it and when Pete or his fellow Tutors are happy that you are safe 
away you go. Circus crack, overhead crack, back crack, now you’re 
cooking! Some physical strength and dexterity is required. Under 
10-12’s not generally advised, but if they are big and have money 
bring them along. Loan whips will be provided but treat them nice or 
he shouts a lot. 

About Pete Gamble
Pete has been sharing his passion for whips for some time, he’s an 
International Freestyle Performance Champion, founder of the 
British Whip Cracking Convention, star of TV and stage and co-
founder of Pick “N” Mix Circus. 

Intermediate/Advanced Whip Cracking - Pete 
Gamble
It all sort of melds together but some sort of order prevails. Multiple 
cracks, two handed techniques, wraps and targeting; whip cracking 
competitions rules and techniques; cracking 20 foot Bullwhips; 
cracking 14foot Ox whips. 

Whips in Circus Performance : Stage and Street
A study in the use of whips in performance from targets to fire 



whips, bring your ideas and we’ll play with your routines and inspire 
your show. 

Lock Picking - Pete Gamble
A secret hooded figure takes you into the deep dark depths of the 
subliminal mind as he describes and demonstrates the skills and 
techniques involved... in opening a locked door or padlock... without 
a key... Out of necessity to be able to pass on theses dark arts and 
to protect his identity these workshops will be limited to low 
numbers only... the first six with current CRB’s are in... 

Beginners Cigar Boxes - Adriano Fettucini
The emphasis will be on beginners but all levels welcome (you 
could even help me run it!). If you don't have any boxes come 
anyway, I'll have some spare sets with me. We'll start with basic 
posture and movement, working through basic moves such as 
moving your hands around the boxes, simple turns, spins and 
takeouts. We'll just see what happens after that! Come along and 
enjoy my semi organised chaos!! 

About Count Adriano Fettucini
About Count Adriano Fettucini - In his mid forties and still unusual, 
The Count came to the Cabaret world in 2009, as a specialist 
Unicycle Boylesque! He first touched a Cigar Box in Jan 2009 and 
since then has developed several unique acts utilising this much 
under used prop. 

String Tricks and Knot Throwing - Mini Mansell
Bring a heavy duty bootlace or something similar. 

Doing Two Things at the Same Time - Tiff
Get sick of practicing all those easy tricks? Why don't you learn to 
do them all at the same time!! Through common combination tricks 
such as a juggle with a variety of balances/ ring spin/ head bounce, 
amongst others... I will aim to give general advice on joining skills 
together, whatever yours may be. Bring your props of choice. 



Devilstick: Starts, Middles and Finishes - Paul 
Donegan
With kick ups, balances and using hand stick tricks and 
incorporating moves from other disciplines. 

Beginner Hat Manipulation
Beg, borrow or buy a hat if you can (a manipulation hat, not just any 
old hat!). If you can't, come along anyway, hopefully we can sort 
something out. 

Starting Multiple Hats - Eddie Konig
For those with a few one hat tricks who'd like to progress to 2 and 3 
hat manipulations, shuffles and sundry other miscellaneous 
millinary machinations... 

Intro to Levistick - Andy Wakeford
If you're not convinced you can levitate a simple stick and 
manipulate it magically by sheer willpower, you're right. Come along 
to this workshop anyway. Some Levisticks provided. 

Hits and Rolls with Rings - Tony Pezzo
It's not every day you get a workshop from someone who you can 
see the next day in the Public Show. 
The workshop contains, a closer look at several different hitting and rolling 
techniques that I find interesting, and often use to create tricks and sequences. 
You should be able to juggle 3 rings comfortably.

Gentleman Style Cigar - Rod Laver
Learn to twiddle cigars! You will need a practice cigar (not a real 
one!) but you can get these from Rod during the workshop for £2. 

Beginner Ukulele - Ben Cornish
Bring a ukulele if you have one. If not, Ben has a few spares. 



Card cuts, controls and contortions - Paul 
Donegan
Basic card handling and basic to intermediate levels covering cuts, 
controls and flourishes, maybe some hard stuff for people that want 
it. Bring a deck of cards and a close up mat if you have one. 

Face painting
Want to look great for the parade? Get painted up! 

Slackrobatics - Nigel Mander
Acrobatics for slackers: Simple moves for duos to use to increase 
their visual impact -- things like Thigh Balance, Reverse Thigh 
Balance and several ways to get onto someone's shoulders. 

Acrobatics and Handstands - Gunnar Erik
Beginner and upwards.

Dance and Juggling - Kati Yla Hokkala
Kati is here performing with the Gandinis so don't miss this 
opportunity to learn from one of the best! 

See Robbert Hu's workshop below for a completely different 
perspective on the same thing. 

Juggling Choreography - Sean Gandini and Kati 
Inake
Another workshop from members of the Gandini team. 

Modern / Contemporary Dance and Juggling - 
Robbert Hu
Modern/Contemporary dance and juggling. The workshop will focus 
more on the dance part than on the juggling aspect of it, but it is 
partly dance and one part understanding what the movement of the 
body, facial expression will tell you about you and your relationship 
with your object(s). 



How to be a performer - Marky Jay
Come to the bar to have a beer with Marky Jay while he explains 
his perspective on becoming a performer. 
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